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need with ratings and comments, from your
smartphone or laptop.

Llamame al Mae is a search and quotation
platform of various professional services, with
a database of more than three thousand
companies and increasing, which seeks to
facilitate the search and booking process
according to filters selected by the user, from
location, prices, categories and specific
needs. From yoga teachers to web
developers, find and quote services in Costa
Rica with Llamame al Mae.

Market: Only in Costa Rica there are 65 000
companies. Some large part of those are
related to services and there are thousands of
Industry: Digital services
users searching for those services. We are
Product service: Digital Web and Mobile launching in Costa Rica and want to expand to
Platform/ We will launch an App in the future Latin America and then the world.

Background:

for my car? ¿Which plumber can come to my
house after 10 pm? ¿Which math teacher can
I afford? The world is filled with large
information from business. But, which are the
ones that are more suitable for me according
to my needs?

International Competitors: Zolvers, Task Target Audience: Every person who owns a
smartphone or a laptop and needs a service
Rabbit, Thumbtack, Encuentra24
tailored to their needs ☺
Local Competitors: Páginas Amarillas,
Next Steps: Launch the platform to start
We are currently a partner of the business Anuncios Clasificados, Maridos de Alquiler
helping our users and clients and generate
incubator Parque Tec and are in the initial
data.
Financing:
$0
phase of a development with GN PLUS, own
by the media company Grupo Nación.
Problem/Solution: ¿Who is the best mechanic
Foundation: 2016
Employees: 3
Valuation: _____
Shareholders:

Our why:

Spend time on what is really
important, “Dejáte de varas,
Llamame al mae”

We want to change the way people
With Llamame al mae you can find a solution search, find and book services.
by finding and quoting the exact services you

